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SAFETY WEEKSAFETY WEEK



‘Prepare and Prevent, Instead of Repair and Repent, Safety should be everyone’s
Priority.’

To promote this thought and practice among the little munchkins, Pre-primary section of
DPS Vapi organized and conducted a cluster of activities while they observed ‘Safety
Week’ from August 7, 2023 – August 11, 2023
The activities and events planned revolved around the theme and aimed at increasing the
arena of awareness about personal safety at home, on the road, and in school.
The little seraphs of Pre-primary classes, being young and energetic need utmost
attention in terms of safety. The active heads enjoyed participating in the ‘Check and
Respond’, ‘Roll the Dice’ games in which children displayed their knowledge about Do’s
and Don’ts related to safe practices on the road, in the kitchen, and in the parks. The
children were tamed to practice traffic rules, traffic signals, wearing seat belts and
helmets, traffic sign boards, zebra crossing, etc., through role play, models and
demonstrations. Going a step ahead of usual, calls for efforts, the ever enthuse got hands-
on experience in making and designing their Bicycle Riding License. The diligent ones
came dressed as Safety workers and confidently presented and acted their roles. The
learning was enhanced while the students involved themselves in situation handling
discussions, played floor board games, and placed road signs on the model well crafted by
the team. The theme-based art and craft activities became the favorite takeaway items.
The counseling department conducted a session on’ Personal and Body Safety’. The
learners presented a Role Play that depicted ‘Situation Handling’ by the children and
setting secret codes with their parents to stay safe, when they have to confront strangers.
By the end of the week, the students gained safety-related insights and were motivated to
act responsibly.







HAPPY  INDEPENDENCE  DAYHAPPY  INDEPENDENCE  DAY



‘Citizenship consists in the service of the country’ 
Jawaharlal Nehru

It is a proud moment for everyone as we complete 76 years of
Independence on August 15, 2023. This annual observance has great
significance, as it is the time to make our cherubs aware of the freedom
struggle and commemorate our brave leaders and fighters of history who
won us the freedom we are enjoying today. Class Nursery B presented a
special assembly on this momentous occasion. The assembly commenced
with a prayer song and a melodious rendition of a patriotic song presented
by the tiny tots marking the spirit of sovereignty. The lithe dancers
expressed different shades of the struggle for independence through
graceful moves. The strong voice of strong hearts represented as freedom
fighters, left their mark with their performance. The art department came
up with a lot of creative activities for commemorating this day and
igniting the spirit of patriotism among young souls. The dipsites earnestly
participated in making a tricolor butterfly, bookmarks, wristbands, and
caps, with great zeal and fame and soaked the day in the flavor of
patriotism.







HAPPY  RAKSHA BHADHANHAPPY  RAKSHA BHADHAN



“Rakhi is a bond of love, a bond of togetherness.
It’s a thread that binds our lives and our hearts.

It symbolizes the bond like no other, a sacred relationship forever!”

Rakhi is not merely a thread but a tradition that binds brother and sister
beautifully in a relationship forever. To celebrate this auspicious
occasion, Pre-primary section organized several activities to make
students understand the true essence of the festival. Our little master
crafters made Rakhis, some of them being eco-friendly, with their tiny
little hands and decorated them with studs, stars, mirrors and dried
flower petals. While some girls tied rakhis to the brother like classmates,
others tied to the trees and plants promising to preserve them. The
children witnessed the mythological story associated with this custom
followed in Indian tradition. The use of Puppetry made the experience
more relatable, meaningful and exciting. The festive mood elicits the
urge and craving for sweets. The junior chefs had fun rolling and
relishing laddoos and barfi under teacher’s supervision. 
The dazzle of the occasion and the festive aura was indeed remarkable.







Nobody on earth
 can ever love

 you more than
 your parents.



‘Grandparents are the family’s greatest treasure, the founders of a loving
legacy, the greatest storytellers, and the keepers of tradition.’

Grandparents are the family’s strong roots that strengthen the foundation of the
family. Through their special love and care, grandparents keep a family close at heart.
From Lullabies and yummy savories to happy tales and unconditional love they share
with their grandchildren, they hold a special and irreplaceable place in one’s life. DPS
VAPI believes in instilling values of respect and gratitude in children. To enhance
these values an amusing event, ‘A Day with Grandparents’ was organized in school,
for which the grandparents of the children from Prep class were heartily invited. The
prep classes wore a look that upheld the spirit of merriment. The celebration
commenced with Prayer and a heartwarming song. The children presented handmade
cards to their granny and grandpa symbolizing the love, affection, and gratitude they
feel. Dazzling performances by the little superstars left the spectators spellbound and
thoroughly mesmerized. The grandparents could go back to their childhood, while they
played fun games with the bubbly ones. It was quite an overwhelming moment for them
to receive hand-crafted mementos specially made for them that stated they are and
always will be best #1. 

The event culminated with a vote of thanks and delightful moments sharing session by
our guests, beloved grandparents. The success of the event was evident through the
joyful smiles of the grandparents as they were overwhelmed to witness their
grandchildren performing for them.







COLOUR  FIESTACOLOUR  FIESTA



Red, Red, touch your head
Blue, Blue, aqua feel it gives you
Green, Green, bow like a queen

Yellow, Yellow, you are a smart fellow
Brown, Brown, turn around
Pink, Pink, give us a wink!

Can we imagine the world without colours? Not at all! Nature itself wears the smile
of colours which makes the world look beautiful. Knowing the fact that Colour
recognition is considered an important milestone in a child’s cognitive development,
the curious learners of Pre-nursery gleamed with energy and excitement while they
observed ‘Colour Fiesta’ from September 11, 2023, to September 15, 2023. The class
adorned with the décor of the colours different on each day, mesmerized the cherubs.
Colour week was made more inclusive for the Learners by involving them in a variety
of activities and games on identifying, and classifying objects as per their colours.
Learners glowed in different hues and tints of colours and enjoyed a memorable
learning experience by engaging in ‘Colour Spray’, Colour Sorting Hunt, ‘Grab the
Colour coded Chair’ ‘Tie ad Dye’ and Collage making activities in a lively, vibrant
and high-spirited environment. Each day was made blissful and exciting while the
ever-enthusiasts were enthralled in creating and crafting amazing takeaway items
like yummy strawberry, sun-protective headbands, catchy caterpillar and bold blue
whale.
Cheers to the colourful euphoria experienced!





14 SEPT
�ह�द� �दवस



भारत म� हर भाषा का स�मान ह,ै पर �ह�द�
ई�र का वरदान ह!ै

To inspire students to take pride in Hindi
language and enhance the hindi literacy skills,
a plethora of activities were organised. The
students of pre-primary section participated
in activities namely- Creative writing, Hindi
Poem Recitation and educational games using
flash cards and pictures . The day was
productive and a promising one with cent
percent students' participation.





Week  on  EttiquetesWeek  on  Ettiquetes



Etiquettes, Good manners, and kindness are always in
fashion, they never go out of style.

Etiquette is an unwritten code of behaviour, designed to ease social
interactions. Learning and mastering the rules of etiquette shall help
students build confidence, engage with others, and progress. To make this
week a great learning experience for children, fun games, videos, PPTs,
role play, and worksheets were organized to encourage students to
practice and learn etiquette optimistically. The cherubs were told the
importance of using magic words like ‘please’, ‘sorry’, ‘thank you’ as an
essential part of their conversation with others. The dipsites were also
trained in table manners and restaurant etiquette. The motive was to
develop an interactive class and encourage the students to learn good
manners and etiquettes. The teachers encouraged the students to practice
what they have learnt in class sincerely as it surely would make a big
difference in their attitude and make them happier. 
The activities were meticulously executed to ace positive personality
development in the children.





in - house  activityin - house  activity



Nursery Class high on energy and verve!
 ‘Parental involvement makes the child’s educational journey

more enriching and fulfilling.’

In-house event was organized on September 12- September 15, 2023, for the
parents of classes Nursery A and B. The aim of planning such an event was to give
parents an opportunity to get a glimpse of their child’s experience at school.
Parents were super zealous and fervent to share the school learning time and space
with their children. They were snowed under the pleasure and ecstasy of watching
their children learn, smile, communicate, and participate during the ongoing
academic session and co-curricular activities. The young learners industriously and
brilliantly performed during the literacy and numeracy session, this rightly gave
the parents a reason why their children love coming to the school. The entire
display was not a one-day event but it truly represents the practice of consistent
and creative strategies employed and student-centered teaching and learning
modules followed at DPS Vapi. The little gummies gave power pack performance
during the activity sessions viz. dance, music, motor skills, and Ipad sequenced one
after another.
The experience of witnessing their ward’s schooling experience brought a lot of
contentment and delight to the parents. They made memories that will be preserved
lifelong in their hearts







festfest



“No human investigation can be called real science if it cannot be
demonstrated mathematically.”

Learning Math means opening a chest full of opportunities for the learners. Math
is everywhere, whether we consider the educational or professional world. Math is
not about numbers, equations, etc., it is all about understanding and connecting
everything around you.  To instill gusto and zest for Math and enhance the child’s
reasoning and analytical abilities, Math Fest was organized for the students of
Class II. One week of nonstop math buzz continued in the classes giving an
opportunity to the learners to sharpen their mathematical skills and showcase their
knowledge of concepts, analytical skills, and application skills. The ‘Grand Finale’
of Math Fest was observed on September 23, 2023. The event commenced with the
most exhilarating game; ‘Bingo’. The thrill and oomph towards math were seen in
a profound way in parents and learners as they moved to different creative game
zones. Each game spot posed a unique challenge for the participants. The Parent-
Child Duo teams were high in spirits as they raced to complete the task they
participated in. The kids felt keyed up while they were involved in brainstorming
tasks that tamed their arithmetic and analytical skills leaving the parents
captivated to see them participate and perform earnestly and confidently. The
Project Display section got loads of appreciation and praise as it genuinely
showcased the talent, concept clarity, creativity, and higher-order thinking skills
of the dipsites.
 The event gave tones of joyful moments with an essence of contentment to all who
witnessed it.







reading weekreading week



“Any book that helps the child to form a habit of
reading, to make reading one of his deep and continuing

desires, is good for him or her.”
The Reading Fest organized focused on promoting an indelible drive for reading,
thus creating a lifelong passion for reading among the DIPSITES. It was a week-
long celebration when the world of words came alive and left a great impact on the
minds of fervent learners of Grade I. It aimed at making augmented efforts
towards the pursuit of excellence and developing youth with minds having broader
perspectives to see life and professions. The Grand Finale of the Reading Fest was
observed on September 30, 2023. The Finale event commenced with a tantalizing
and insightful presentation by our revered school Headmistress, addressing the
parents and students, the magnitude of inculcating reading and literacy skills at the
tender age.  The presentation marked the perfect start of the aspiring event. The
‘Reading Amalgam’ comprised of exciting activities and games taming literacy
skills of the cherubs in major languages introduced in school viz. English, Hindi
and Gujarati. 
 The invited parents were besieged seeing the passion and vehemence in their
children showcasing their will, skills, and earnest performance on various tasks
they participated in. The starring event was the field trip to the Central Library
Silvassa. The children were rapt seeing the rich collection of reading resources. 
The DIPSITES developed insights from the chest of extravagant experiences,
gathered with great amount of keenness, new learning opportunities, and
achievements. 
The event was spectacular and a promising one indeed!







outdoor learning
week

outdoor learning
week



‘Learning beyond Classroom not only spurs
creativity, but it also inspires learning’

The pre-primary section observed ‘Outdoor Learning Week’ from
October 3- October 6, 2023. The week gave DIPSITES an
opportunity to build on concepts and skills, by going off the
classroom set up in the arena outside classroom. A schedule was
set up with a carousel of activities for the learners wherein they
reviewed and applied the concepts learnt in the classroom set up. 
The carousel of activities was a lot of fun, with Educational
Hopscotch, Bobbing the words and Pictionary being big hits! The
activities also tamed and improved the children’s motor skills
while they did counting and jumping on the agility ladder and job
was well done, balancing with the partner. The students explored
and enhanced their socio-emotional skills while working on tasks
assigned to them during the outdoor learning. The week was
amusing and a memorable one!







Rhythm &
Rhymes

Rhythm &
Rhymes



Rhyme is filled with passion, emotion, compassion, creation,
Rhythm is feeling, power, harmony, and appreciation!

Poetry is the core of literature. Rhyme and Rhythm are
inseparable. To spread the fragrance of Rhyme and Rhythm
pre-primary section celebrated a day wherein the children
deep dived into the world of Rhyme chains and melody of
poems. Our cute cupids enjoyed the beauty of expressions,
thoughts, feelings, rhymes, rhythm and music of words while
they participated in the activities and events planned for the
day.
The learners participated in the Rhyme Competition. They
recited the poems with confidence and enhanced their
presentations with the effective use of actions, colorful props
and voice modulation. The fun activity of forming Rhyme
chains captivated learners' attention and enhanced their skills
of reasoning, identification, discrimination and phonetic
awareness.
It was truly delightful to watch the DIPSITES all agog with
excitement and keen to perform and participate.





 
HAPPYHAPPY

NAVRATRINAVRATRI



Nine nights!
Nine colours!

Nine forms of goddess Durga!
Nine Prasadam!

That makes the festival of Navratri, Unique and Significant!
Festivals are a celebration period that brings peace, devotion, joy, and a
sense of unity to everyone. They are an expressive way to celebrate
glorious heritage, culture, and traditions.
To enhance that among the DIPSITES, on October 20, 2023, Delhi Public
School Vapi commemorated Navratri, the enchanting festival of devotions,
costumes, beats, and enthrallment. The celebration started by offering
prayers to Goddess Navdurga and seeking blessings to protect everyone
from evil. The cherubs of classes Pre-nursery-VII were dressed in
traditional attires and the whole school resonated with joy and happiness to
set the mood of festivity.
The young revellers swayed on the mellifluous music and rhythmic beats &
matched the mood of festivity on Garba and dandiya songs. They also
danced using their colorful dandiya sticks.
Being a diverse country, through such celebration, students not only learn
the significance behind the festival but also learn to embrace other’s
traditions & culture just like theirs.
It was a gala occasion full of color, music, and dance
Subh Navratri!









Festival of Diwali symbolizes the spiritual victory of light
over darkness, good over evil, and knowledge over ignorance.

‘Diwali- The festival of lights’ was celebrated at Delhi Public
School Vapi by the pre-primary section with great pomp and
enthusiasm. The celebration was marked by a special
assembly by Nursery B, highlighting the message of sharing.
The students showcased the spirit of sharing, through an
enactment and scintillating dance performance wearing ethnic
attire, which added much exuberance and joy. The dances and
song presentation left the audience awestruck. The children
demonstrated how to celebrate an eco-friendly by lighting
clay diyas, decorating the home, and creating beautiful
rangolis. The audience appreciated the efforts put in by the
little ones. Later, in classes adorned in a festive look, the
celebrations continued as the children decorated diyas, made
decorative wall hangings, created flower rangolis, and paper
lanterns, and prepared and relished savory delicacies. The
teachers explained the importance of Diwali through an
exemplary Puppet show. The show depicted the spiritual
significance of the victory of hope over despair. Everyone
enjoyed and participated wholeheartedly.
Happy Diwali!




